"The CONNEAUT"

NEW STREAMLINED CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
IDEAL FOR MODERN AMATEUR RIGS

Because of its streamlined attractiveness, its desirable characteristics and its grand performance, Astatic has proudly given the name "Conneaut" to this new-model crystal microphone, in honor of Astatic's new home location in this historically important Ohio community on the Great Lakes.

Here is a semi-directional crystal microphone with a relatively high output and wide frequency range, making it especially desirable for public address systems in night clubs, dance halls, public auditoriums and similar applications; for paging systems in offices, factories and hotels; for amateur rigs and countless other communication uses. The overall frequency response of this new microphone is exceptionally smooth up to 10,000 c.p.s. and will satisfy the most critical demands for high fidelity performance. In the finishing of this microphone, Astatic's engineers have combined, for the first time, the use of bright chrome and blond plastic, resulting in a degree of beauty heretofore unparalleled in microphone construction. The "Conneaut" is destined to go places. Its faithful performance insures its ready acceptance.

Standard in Three Models:

MODEL 600
—is equipped with interchangeable plug and socket connector for use with different stands and cable lengths.

MODEL 600-S
—is standard with the modern and convenient Type S On-Off Switch, as illustrated.

MODEL G-600
—is standard with Astatic's popular Grip-to-Talk Desk Stand for remote control of transmitters and amplifiers.
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